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1. Introduction 
Information retrieval concerns with the finding information need from a document collection [1], [2]. Text 
information retrieval is one of the branches of information retrieval which deals with the text information need that users 
retrieved. It is widely used in various domains to retrieve information using different languages [3], [4]. Such languages 
among others are English, Arabic, French, Malay and German. Text information retrieval plays significant roles in getting 
users information needs based on their queries. In particular, it becomes difficult to retrieve user information needs with 
higher precision percentage [5], [6], [7]. Therefore, a specific language vocabularies usage from text retrieval ensures 
users relevant information need [8], [9]. 
French text retrieval uses French language vocabularies in queries to obtain users information need from the available 
collections [10]. To improve the quality of French text retrieval, the query must be expanded with additional information 
for better search results [11], [12]. This is because; additional terms can provide more information to query without 
changing its meaning [13]. 
Recently, semantic search techniques have been presented in many papers to improve text retrieval and expand the 
query [14], [15]. Consequently, the current techniques have covered lexical [16], ontology [17] and machine learning 
[18]. French text retrieval frequently assumed terms within sentence query distribution are important. For better search 
results, query expansion must be considered the context of terms as appeared in the sentence. However, there is still need 
to revisit how the context of words helps to improve French text retrieval as only a few contributions were made on the 
field and these contributions don’t consider improvement in terms of query expansion with explicit relevant judgment 
from experts.  
Abstract: Quran translation search are now gaining interest of many researchers in the field of Quran informatics. 
Current Quran translation search performance still needs to be improving. Despite the fact that many researchers 
contribute on its performance, few considered translation performance on semantic search for query expansion in 
French text retrieval. In this study, the performance of Quran translation search is proposed using semantic search. 
The experiment was carried out using 6236 verses of the holy Quran translated by Hamidullah. The results show that 
the proposed query expansion based on semantic search perform best and achieved almost 36% improvement. 
Experiment on the Quran ontology document should serve as the further research direction. 
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This paper improves Quran French text retrieval based on query expansion with latent semantic analysis. The 
contributions of this paper are as follows: 
 
1. Propose semantic search query expansion which considered the context of terms appeared in a sentence 
2. Compare the results with other similar semantic search approaches. 
 
2. Related Works 
Text information retrieval use to retrieved users’ information needs. However, the quality of the retrieved results still 
not up to satisfaction, as irrelevant results also retrieved. Many research efforts have been considered to improve the 
quality of search results. Sharma et al. [19] present a new framework for search improvement using ontology. However, 
the paper doesn’t thoroughly discuss how semantic were computed. In addition to that, Herrera et al. [20] utilize semantic 
annotation based on domain ontology. Hidden terms relationship between two documents can provide better 
improvement. Jiang et al. [17] present how to develop terms relationship using ontology. The ontology contained both 
terms synonyms and antonyms [21]. Moreover, Zhu et al. [22] suggest that semantic similarity improvement can 
effectively produce high-quality matching results. Yusuf et al [23] expand the query using English word synonyms while 
Soudani et al [8] believed Arabic word synonyms can provide better semantic information retrieval. This paper will also 
utilize the semantic approach within words context in a sentence. 
Pseudo-relevant feedback is a query expansion technique that most of the recent query expansion methods used. 
However, it is only assumed top documents are important to users need [5], [9]. Specifically, the top documents may 
contain irrelevant documents. Explicit relevant feedback requires expert evaluation on the quality of retrieved results. 
Although explicit feedback has also based on the top document, it is good in expanding the query. Implicit relevant 
feedback is the technique that captures user feedback automatically [4], [13]. Other techniques such as Wikipedia [24]and 
thesaurus [25] still play vital roles in query expansion. This paper considered explicit feedback to expand the query. It 
considered the experts from Quran translations domain to provide their input on search results. 
 
3. Methods 
The proposed semantic search method is a distributional model which changes Quran French text retrieval into the 
matrix. Given a Quran French text query 𝑌 = {𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑦3 … . . 𝑦𝑛} where n is n x n matrix. The row-column represents the 
target term distribution [26]. To compute the co-occurrence of words, we considered the distance of a term within a 
particular angle. Therefore, the cosine similarity has been used based on equation (1): 
 
 
Where 𝐶𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐷𝑖 are terms vectors of C and D respectively 
 
Furthermore, to rank our documents, we utilize that similarity obtained in equation (1) which is based on Quran 
French text retrieval. We used the Okapi BM25 ranking document which comprises term frequency and inverse document 




Where D represent the document and Q represent the query term. Also, k and b represent free parameters while N 
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To evaluate the ranking results, we used Mean Rank Reciprocal (MRR) in addition to mean average precision (MAP) 





Our proposed approach was tested using Hamidullah Quran dataset collected from Hamid [27]. We also used thirty-
six queries for the experiment. Yusuf et al. [28] explained different types of queries that can be used in retrieving 
information [29], [30]. 
 
4. Results and Discussion 
This section presents the results of the proposed query expansion method based on semantic search and compared 
with similar models as shown in Table 1. In term of MAP result, Table 1 shows the MAP using BM25, the proposed 
method and the Yusuf et al. The proposed method outperforms other methods in retrieving relevance results. It achieves 
35.92% improvements as compared to BM25 with 18.61% and Yusuf et al (citation) with17.75%. Also, for MRR, Table 
1 shows that our proposed method obtained higher MRR results with 22.05% as against BM25 with 10.15 and Yusuf et 
al with 10.58.  
 






BM25 18.61 10.15 
Proposed Method 35.92 22.05 
Yusuf et al 17.75 10.58 
 
 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
This paper used improved the query expansion method for Quran French text information retrieval using semantic 
search. Six thousands two hundred and thirty- six (6236) verses have been considered for our investigation. The results 
show that our proposed query expansion method performed better compared to other models. Further study should 
consider developing Quran ontology and then use to expand the query of the holy Quran 
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